
Reconstructed Five-Tone Semara Pagulingan Court Music 

Tracklist & Synopses 

 

1. Tabuh Gari (Puri Payangan style) 

Reconstructed from two sources: a vintage audio field recording and notation. This piece is 

typically played at the beginning of a performance of instrumental music, or, in its abridged 

version, at the end. Recorded by Bruce and Sheridan Fahnestock in 1941 in Teges Kanginan 

Village on the famous Five-Tone Semara Pagulingan that was rented, augmented and extensively 

documented by Colin McPhee in the 1930s, unfortunately the tape ran out before the piece was 

finished. The missing part was the final pengecet section – Vaughan Hatch and Wayan Gede 

Purnama reconstructed the terompong and kendang parts respectively based on McPhee’s 

notation of the jublag tones. Even though the original recording was only around five and a half 

minutes long, the reconstruction process was the most challenging to date for Mekar Bhuana’s 

reconstruction team; the was because basically all of the instruments were played in a different 

manner from how Balinese play gamelan today – so it was really like relearning how to play 

Semara Pagulingan for our musicians. In addition, the version is dramatically different from the 

“watered down” version now known in Teges Kanginan, where only one pengawak is known 

and the pengecet is a simple bapang that bears no resemblance to other Tabuh Gari, either in 

Seven-tone Semara Pagulingan or Gamelan Gambuh. 

Not only is the drumming completely different from the more modern Teges Kanginan version, 

but it is also different from both that in the Seven-tone Semara Pagulingan or Gamelan Gambuh 

versions. To add to the complexity in reconstruction, the drumming patterns are different in each 

pengawak, which is unusual for cyclic music like this – one of our musicians who also knows 

Gamelan Gambuh said that this is the case for the Gambuh Tabuh Gari version too.  

On the recording, the kempur has very little bass and sounds like the sound of a kemong to the 

uninformed. Vaughan had learned during his two decades of research in Bali on Semara 

Pagulingan that this instrument was in fact a kenong, now extinct in Bali but still used in this 

period around this period. It’s only really when you add a lot of bass to the recording that you 

can hear the pitch of the kempur. For the purpose of reconstruction, we used a ponggang-

kempyung, an instrument only found still in one village (Ketewel) in Bali where the higher 

pitched ponggang pot is hit at the same time as the kempur. Even though we haven’t yet 

reconstructed this lost instrument in Bali, our founders, Vaughan and Evie, had one especially 

made for the Semara Patangian set that they brought to New Zealand and is used by Mekar 

Bhuana Aotearoa, their Kiwi chapter. 

2. Sinom Lawe (originally from Puri Gerenceng) 

This fairly short Semara Pagulingan piece is from the repertoire of the Five-tone Semara 

Pagulingan from Gerenceng Palace in Denpasar, which is a satellite palace of the larger 



Pemecutan Palace. The kendang patterns were a combination of the current style at the palace 

and a field recording made by in1965 of a different piece but with the same gong cycle length.  

3. Lasem Gede (originally from Kaliungu Kelod) 

This was the third piece that Mekar Bhuana reconstructed between 2013 and 2017 from the vocal 

music and kendang patterns remembered by 87-year-old Wayan Gunastra. Even though this 

Five-tone Semara Pagulingan piece is also known in Ketewel Village, the core vocal melody 

transferred by Vaughan Hatch to the terompong as well as the unique kendang patterns are 

markedly different. “Kak” Gunastra had only ever known this as vocal music (he said the only 

time it had been played on a Semara Pagulingan was when his village borrowed a set from a 

neighbouring village and he sat on his father’s lap at around age 6 as he played terompong), so 

he left it up to our reconstruction team to create our own gangsa configurations. We created the 

patterns for the two pengawak based on the old Puri Gerenceng style, which is no longer used by 

this group called silih asih. For the pengecet, we use the Banjar Titih style called ngoncang. 

4. Suduk Maru (originally from Kaliungu Kelod) 

Learned from the vocal music of 87-year-old Wayan Gunastra, it is highly likely that he is the last 

person in Bali to remember this Semara Pagulingan piece. Unfortunately, he could only remember 

part of this very long piece, which structurally is referred to by Balinese as Tabuh Pat (in Gong 

Gede Tabuh Kutus, which is the longest in the lelambatan repertoire). The part he has mostly 

forgotten is the long pengawak body section that he could only remember up until the first celutuk 

division marked by the kajar pot gong. From there, we had to move straight to the quick-step 

pengecet section which is made up of two very long different gong cycles, the first of which is not 

repeated: this section alone is difficult enough to remember! 

Originally in six tones (we performed it with all six tones in 2016 when we used our Seven-tone 

Semara Pagulingan), we have had to omit the sixth tone because our orchestra only has five tones.  

5. Semarandana (1972 Pagan Kelod style) 

Originally performed on a 1972 commercial recording by the Seven-tone Semara Pagulingan 

orchestra from Pagan Kelod in Denpasar, this piece has always been a five-tone piece and, like 

Sinom Lawe, is also not found in the Gamelan Gambuh repertoire. This piece is still actively 

played in Pagan Kelod but the kendang patterns have been modified. In memory of senior Pagan 

Kelod musician and senior advisor to Mekar Bhuana, I Ketut Cekig, we decided to reconstruct the 

way he and his kendang partner played on the earliest recording on this piece (he was the kendang 

lanang lead drummer in the 1970s). This distinctive style demonstrates a mastery of the drum in 

this village that is lost as well as the characteristic style that would have originally been learned 

from teachers in the 1940s when the gamelan was moved to this village.   

Listeners may notice the clarity and layered sound of the orchestra. This is because our orchestra 

is the most complete of its type in Bali today. Find out more about the instruments here. 
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